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Meeting Review – Oct. 4, 2011
SPEAKER: Steve Lundsten
Our guest speaker, Steve Lundsten, has been
the Chicago area WalzCraft rep for 8 years.
WalzCraft is a Midwest supplier to the North
American custom cabinet Industry and is
based in La Crosse, WI.

WalzCraft (www.walzcraft.com) is not a
"cabinet shop." It's a high-end manufacturer of
all types of cabinet doors, drawers, drawer
boxes, curved doors, moldings, etc. Check out
their web site to see the scale and scope of
their operation. The variety of materials, styles,
woods, and finishes available to order are very
impressive. They are a family-owned,
American company with over 300 employees
located in La Crosse, Wisconsin. CNC
machines and front end order processing
computers predominate in their factory, so
small and custom orders are routine for them.
The precision of the finished product joinery is
astonishing. Orders for a single door or 1,000
doors are configured-to-order and personally
coordinated by WalzCraft owners,
management, designers and production
teams, from birth in the rough mill to final
inspection of the finished product. They sell
wholesale only, but it might be worthwhile to
find a business friend to front your orders.
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Election of FVWWC Board Officers will take
place at the FVWWC General Meeting on
November 1, 7:30PM. The Vice President
position is open to nominations. You can
also put your name in for any other position if
you want. If you are interested in running for
any position please contact any of the
following members of the Nomination
Committee. Tom Sharp,
tom.sharp@sbcglobal.net; Lee Nye,
roadbiker123@gmail.com; or John
Gesiakowski at secretary@fvwwc.org.

DUES ARE DUE
2012 membership dues are being accepted,
starting at the October 4 General Meeting.
Bring your checkbook or cash to the meeting
and see Steve Fox, our Membership Chair.
Dues are still $30 per member and the
member’s family is included.
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November
Calendar of Events
Date
Nov 1
(Tues)
Nov 1
(Tues)
Nov 1
(Tues)
Nov 5
(Sat)
Nov 11
(Fri)
Nov 12
(Sat)

Time
6:30PM

Event
FVWWC Hand Tool SIG

6:30PM

FVWWC Shopsmiith
SIG
7:30PM
FVWWC General
Meeting
10:00AM Creative Millwork Tour
3700 Illinois Ave.
St. Charles, IL
6:30PM Marc Adams Slide Show
(see flyer below for details)

8:00Am

Nov 12
(Sat)
Nov 16
(Wed)

1:00PM

Nov 21
(Mon)

7:00PM

9:00AM

Marc Adams
Methods of
Woodworking
Marc Adams
Woodworking Design
FVWWC Breakfast Club
Red Apple Restaurant
414 S. Schmale Rd.
Period Furniture SIG
Bosch Training Center

December
Calendar of Events
Date
Dec 6
(Tues)
Dec 21
(Wed)

Time
7:00PM
9:00AM

Event
FVWWC Christmas
Potluck and Party
FVWWC Breakfast Club
Red Apple Restaurant
414 S. Schmale Rd.

Note from Editor
If you have had a significant shop learning
experience or just want to share a more
routine woodworking story that would be
of interest to the FVWWC membership,
write it up and send it to me in an email.
Also, send me digital photo files of some
of your larger projects that can’t be
transported to Show and Tell. I’d be glad
to include these in a future newsletter.

No General meeting or
SIGS in December
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President’s Sawdust
Tom Sharp, President FVWWC
The editorial musings of your president which maybe serious, funny, technical, or philosophical, but
hopefully always entertaining.

Tool Purchases
All of us need more tools. And to a man, if asked I’m sure each of us can list at
least two tools that we really need in order to be better craftsman. The problem
many of us face however is justifying it to a higher power, namely our wife.
Fortunately, there are ways to circumvent this dilemma.
There are different levels of subterfuge used to gain acquiescence. The easiest is to play the
justification game. The common phrase that comes from this strategy is, “If I get the (name the tool of
choice here) now I can make the (name the last thing she has asked you to make here)”. This tactic
is simple, direct, and carries with it great logic. You simply have to have the tool in order to carry out
her wishes and desires. She does not need to know there are three other ways to construct the piece
she wishes.
A more sophisticated and underrated tactic is the SWL maneuver. SWL stands for small white lie.
This ploy comes with any number of wrappings to make it credible. You simply purchase the tool and
start using it, no permission asked beforehand. This includes but is not limited to the following replies
when she-who-must-be-obeyed sees the tool for the first time:
- “This tool? I’ve had it for a couple of years”
- “Jim gave it to me. He said he didn’t want it any more”.
- “I borrowed it from Jim”.
- “Jim said I should keep this for him. He doesn’t want his wife to know
he has it”.
- “I got it from work.” (Not a good line if you are an insurance agent.)
There are many others responses but you get the idea.
The third strategy employs a bit of salesmanship on your part. It includes much fanfare and
excitement by you in order to win her over to your way of thinking. You purchase the tool, put a bow
around it, and then present it to her as a gift. Ta da! This is done with a big toothy smile and a
“Honey I love you so much” attitude. If she gives a reaction that she would just as soon acquire
ownership of a second baboon (you being the first), then you inform her that it was on sale and in
your most crestfallen look, let her know that you cannot take it back. This generally does not go over
too well if you have already asked for this tool for your birthday. Don’t ask me how I know this.
If you have other tactics that you would be willing to share, I am sure that all of your fellow
woodworkers would like to read them. Feel free to add your own to our new web site. These ideas
need to be communicated. How else can we get that new lathe?

2011
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SAVE THE DATE!!!

Marc Adams
of the Marc Adams School of Woodworking will present
and lecture for the DuPage Woodworkers and the Fox
Valley Woodworkers
November 11th and 12th, 2011
On Friday evening November 11th at 7PM Marc will present a slide show of his work and describe
how starting as a furniture/cabinet maker he’s built what is arguably the best and most diverse
woodworking school in the country. Visit Marc’s website at http://marcadams.com to look at the
wonderful range of offerings available.
Saturday November 12th Marc will begin at 8:30 AM and present Methods of Woodworking. This
presentation is a study of understanding how to work with wood with a series of demonstrations. The
focus of this workshop is the development of skills that can be applied to building fine wood furniture.
Marc will demonstrate different woodworking techniques, such as veneering, inlay techniques
including how to inlay stone, joinery, shaping and sculpting wood, the process of developing the
design and several techniques from his Sharing Secrets video. This workshop is for anyone wanting
to take their furniture to the next level. Attendees will come away with a better understanding of how
to embellish their work by adding details such as sculpting, inlay, veneer, bent forms, complex joinery
and design concepts that work.
At noon we’ll break for lunch with sub sandwiches, chips, pop, coffee and cookies available; cost
included in your registration fee. Stay to enjoy the food; afternoon attendees can come and eat
before their session.
From 1PM until approximately 4PM Marc will present Design, a discussion of the effects of
ornamentation and will show ways to embellish your work to make it distinct and unique. He will
explain in detail how form affects the function of your work through hard and soft lines, positive and
negative space, directionality, scale, animation and posture, and the weight of the lines. Students will
see how to develop their concepts through doodles, mock-ups and full scale drawings. By the end of
the workshop Marc will reveal his Golden Rule of woodworking: Square first, do your joinery work
then cut to size or shape last
Friday night admission is free to all club members and guests, come and enjoy.
Saturday morning tickets are $25; Saturday afternoon is $25;
come to both and pay only $40
Fees are payable at DuPage Woodworkers and Fox Valley Woodworkers general meetings
The seminar will be held at;
St James the Apostle Parish 480 South Park Boulevard Glen Ellyn, Illinois 60137
South of Roosevelt Road, North of Butterfield Road on Park Boulevard in Glen Ellyn
For questions – wfhochmuth@comcast.net or Bill Hochmuth, 630-858-4727
2011
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Wood Working Show Volunteers
We need members to sign up for the November 25-27, 2011 Wood Working
Show. On Friday we have four shifts 10-12, 12-2, 2-4, and 4-6. Saturdays
we have the same shifts, and Sunday we only have 10-12, 12-2 and 2-4:30.
We need your help filling up these shifts. Contact Mark Dreyer or Ed
Schalk, FVWWC Show chairman, to get your time reserved.

Shop and Business Tours
OCTOBER SHOP TOUR
On Thursday Oct. 20 about 15 club members conducted a tour of the Baker Road Furniture Company
in South Elgin. Co-owner Tom Karkos led us on a one hour tour of their production facilities.
Tom explained the production process from raw material entering the plant to cutting, assembly,
sanding and finishing. The company makes mostly home entertainment centers for large format
televisions. They also do custom pieces for homes and businesses. They sell to furniture stores and
distributors around the country and are proud to say that their product is 100% “made in the USA.”

UPCOMING SHOP TOUR
A new tour is scheduled for Saturday Nov. 5 at 10:00 AM . The company is Creative Millwork
3700 Illinois Ave., St. Charles, IL.
Illinois Ave. is 1 block south of North Ave. (route 64). Creative Millwork is between Kautz Road on
the east and Kirk Road on the west. Co-owner Cindy Behles will have coffee and sweets for us at 10
o’clock. We could possibly meet somewhere for lunch after the tour. More at the Nov. 1 meeting.
Norm Musur

Ron Gilkerson is soliciting suggestions for workshop or business tours, if
you have any suggestions, please let Ron know. You can reach Ron at
rongilker@comcast.net

2011
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Christmas Toys
As mentioned at the October General Meeting, we are looking for people to
make wooden toys for the annual Toy Drive. If you can help out please see
Ron Gilkerson for plans or to sign up to head up a group to make the toys.

Raffle Winners:
Tom Prucher
John Gesiakowski
Gary Durochik
Rich Escallier

Step Drill
Bosch Drill
Parts Bin
Hearing Protectors
Clamps

Silent Auction Winners:
Rich Escallier
Rocky

Woodworking Books
White Oak board

$$$ Retail Discounts $$$
Hartville Tools has notified us that everything is in place for our
members who allowed us to include their email to get a 10% club
discount when they order from Hartville.

2011
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The Fox Valley
Woodworkers Club's
Annual Christmas Party
& Toy Drive
Tuesday, Dec. 6th, 2011
*Pot Luck Dinner
*Collect/Distribute Toys
*Entertainment
Come for a Good Time &
Good Food shared with all
our Good Friends!

2011
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Editor’s Woodfiller
Our nice Fall weather will doubtless come to an end soon. While I will miss my favorite outdoor
activities, bicycling and birding, I am looking forward to more time in the woodshop. It is great to look
at the miserable weather outside and just head downstairs to the shop for the day. I have no end of
projects waiting for me, as I have previously written. I am finishing up three tea caddies (a Glen Huey
project featured in the June Popular Woodworking magazine). These are Christmas presents for my
3 daughters and must be completed soon. They are turning out pretty good – I will bring one of them
in to Show and Tell. This was my first project with extensive inlay work and I could now write a short
novel about mistakes to avoid. I won’t go into them all here – why would I want to deprive some of
you of the joy of discovering them on your own?
One embarrassing rookie mistake I made was to assume consistent thickness of material purchased
from a local hardwood supplier. I decided to use ½ inch poplar for the tea caddie box base wood and
add the veneer and inlays to that. The poplar was surfaced on both sides, clear, flat, and looked like
it all came from the same lot. Yep, a quick check with the tape measure said it was ½ inch stuff.
Believing that false premise, I took it home, machined the pieces to size and went about veneering
them. Only after the veneering was done and I had mitered the box sides, did I discover that some of
the poplar was almost 1/32 over size as compared to the other pieces. Disaster – almost.
Fortunately, I was able to select the oversize pieces to make one complete box. After that, I had to
remember that one box was dimensionally different for the rest of the project. From now on, I will use
a micrometer to check thickness before I proceed.

Lee

2011
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Howard's Corner
with Howard Van Valzah
Aka: The Woodorker

My latest major project is underway. It starts with a large cut of Sequoia
(Redwood) probably cut off a stump after the tree was taken. It appears to be
about 70% old growth dark wood and 30% new growth. It is approximately 4' x
6', see picture. In my judgment it was too big for single table use in most homes
and I chose to cut it into two pieces along a gentle curve and then cut out a
wedge that would allow the two major pieces to be joined, reducing the size of
the dark gap in the upper left corner of the slab which can be seen in the picture. The results can be
seen in the picture of the cut wood on my assembly table (the block plane gives you some idea of the
thickness of the wood). I'm still trying to figure out a creative way to make the small wedge a part of
the design.
The result hopefully will be a
combination table that can be used in
several different ways. Each table will
have three redwood legs that can be folded
to coffee table height or extended to
standard table height. This allows for
multiple uses, individually as two coffee
tables or two standard height tables or next
to each other for either a large coffee table
or a large full size table. The two tops can
be pulled closely together with double hung
window clasps. Since one of the tables is
considerably larger than the other I can
visualize the smaller coffee table turned
180 degrees and placed on top of the
larger table for a special two level buffet
type serving unit. The finish will be an outdoor marine type or maybe even boat type epoxy because I
think this piece could be used very well in a patio type setting. My son has a perfect patio for it and
he will get the finished piece if his wife approves it (she doesn't prefer contemporary furniture). But
my daughter who just loves anything or everything I make would be delighted to have it no matter
what it looks like.
Working drawings for the folding legs were much more challenging than I thought it would be. It
seemed simple but in reality it was very difficult to find the exact center that would hold the two pieces
on the same centerline and have the two curves match in both configurations. A lot of trial and error
seems to have found a reasonably good solution, see pictures. For the picture of the fully extended
leg it is supported by a small clamp. In the coffee table configuration you can imagine that the triple
width side will be flush and shown to face the exterior of the table. The third picture shows the joint.
The two dowels will make the legs rigid in each configuration. I have not established the exact
hardware to be used but I plan to use spring type washers (Belville) to separate the pieces uniformly
when the latch is unscrewed making it easier to fold them either way.
2011
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The legs will be attached to the table with screw blocks on both sides. So far simplified testing says
they will be strong enough but it's possible a major engineering change might be required and if it is I
will do my best to make the change to enhance the design.
Ron Gilkerson will recognize the redwood used in the legs. The table top came from the woodworker
in the Southwest suburbs who had to sell off his inventory when his asthma got too bad for

woodworking and the Dr. limited him to oil
painting. Both sources came about from Fox
Valley Woodworkers Club activities. I would just
as soon you would pass up future opportunities
when they come along leaving me the first choice.
But I really hope that doesn't happen because
there is usually more than enough. I am truly
dismayed by how many really great wood buying
opportunities exist that are not taken up quickly.
Some people like my good friend Rich DeSimone
like to buy their wood kiln dried carefully selected, edged, and planed for each job. I like to buy mine
rough cut, maybe even wet, and put in my inventory for use when just the right project comes along.
I'm in the George Nakishima school who had three large Morton buildings alongside his workshop full
of world sourced rough cut slabs as long as 12' x 5'. That's what I call the woodworker’s dream come
true.

2011
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SHOW & TELL
1. Harry Brunner – Carver’s mallet
Wood: Maple
Finish: Boiled Linseed Oil and Wax

2. Vern & Linda Slusar – Step Stool
Wood: Maple
Finish: General Finishes Arm-R-Seal Oil
and Urethane Satin Topcoat

3. Mike Madden – Bathroom Towel Rack
Wood: Cherry
Finish: Watco Danish Oil

2011
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SHOW & TELL
4. Dave Van Norman – Coffee Table

Wood: Maple
Finish: Polyurethane

5. Perry Hurtz – Floating Top Table
Wood: Walnut and Ash
Finish - Polyurethane

2011
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SHOW & TELL
6. Lowell Werson – Hall Table
Wood: Walnut
Finish: Minwax Wipe-on Poly

7. Dave Burk – Bowling Pin Project (Vase)
Wood: Maple
Finish: Copper, Dutch Metal

2011
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SHOW & TELL
8. John Showalter – Bowling Pin Project (Potpourri Container)
Wood: Maple
Finish: Danish Oil

9. Keith Roche – Bowling Pin Project (Lamp)
Wood: Maple

2011
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Next FVWWC Meeting
Tuesday, November 1, 2011
7:30 pm: General Meeting
Speaker: Dave Burk
Copper Leaf and Dutch Metal Gilding

Period Furniture
SIG

Hand Tool
SIG

ShopSmith
SIG

November 21, 2011

November 1, 2011

November 1, 2011

This bi-monthly (odd
numbered months) special
interest group on period
furniture meets at the Bosch
National Training Facility,
901 South
Rohlwing Road,
Addison, IL.
The group will next
meet on Monday,
November 21, at
7pm. The topic of the
presentation will be
design and
construction of a
period piano bench
by Fred Rizza.

The Hand Tool SIG meets,
January through November, at
6:30 pm, before the regular
meeting at Bethany Lutheran
in the lower
conference
room. Anyone
interested in
the use of hand tools is
welcome to
join us for discussion of this
fascinating area of
woodworking.

Members of the Fox Valley
and the DuPage
Woodworker’s Clubs are
welcome to attend.

We will learn by sharing the
experiences of using and
caring for traditional hand
tools.

The ShopSmith SIG now
meets quarterly. The next
meeting is Monday,
November 1,
2011.

NEXT MEETING
TOPIC:
To be announced
We meet 6:30 pm - 7:30 pm
in the Vlahn Memorial Room/
#M111 of the Ministry Center
next door to the church.
Share your Shopsmith
experience with us and find
out what the rest of us have
been up to with our
machines.

Hope to see you in there!

Mike Brady
Lee Nye
roadbiker123@gmail.com

mbrady25@comcast.net

Mike Bridger
bridger.mike@gmail.com

2011

Dave Dockstader
630-851-8118

sourceror@sbcglobal.net
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Fox Valley Woodworkers Club
General Meetings held at:
Bethany Lutheran Church
8 S Lincoln St. - Batavia, IL
On the 1st Tuesday of each Month
at 7:30 p.m.
Doors Open at 6:30 p.m.
Visitors Always Welcome!

2011
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